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Our solution for visualizing, sharing, and managing Point Cloud
and CAD data across multiple teams 



JP Interactive Viewer provides
engineers, designers, surveyors, and
asset owners complete access to their
Point Cloud and CAD data on a single
source. It allows users to access reliable
data without having to visit the facility,
reducing field hours significantly. It
provides measurement capabilities in
the Point Cloud, CAD model, and 360
views, cutting costs and saving time.

JP Global Digital is a SaaS company
focused on visualizing and managing
digital twins to connect companies to
their projects/assets remotely and
smartly. Through JP's cloud-based
software, digital twins are integrable
with multiple information systems and
departments, providing support to
manage the entire asset lifecycle by
offering better visualization,
management, actionable insights, and
decision-making support.
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Data can be uploaded to the platform
easily, allowing the user to interact
with the asset with only a couple of
clicks. 

JP Interactive Viewer allows you to
analyze and interrogate the data while
performing what-if scenarios. The JP
platform is intuitive, user-friendly, and
collaborative with robust performance
and functionality. 

Check out JP Interactive Viewer in action 

OVERVIEW

https://youtu.be/7wlqZh1Zad4
https://youtu.be/7wlqZh1Zad4
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KEY FEATURES

Easy data shareability with stakeholders
Seamlessly share information and collaborate with team members,
operators, owners, and other stakeholders without the need for
training or special hardware.

Simultaneously interact with all three datasets (Point Clouds, BIM
models, and 360 views) in an intuitive platform.

Interaction with three overlaid datasets

Collaborate with your team by tagging, commenting, and sharing
information on annotations that are tied to specific points in the
project. Add external files for reference and additional information.

Comprehensive annotation tool

Add users to specific projects and give permission for certain tools
according to your needs. By sending only a link, your clients can
view the project as a guest user from anywhere in the world.

Assign users and limit functions

Give your stakeholders access to the Point Cloud data. With JPIV,
you can download Point Clouds in .las, .laz, and .e57 formats
regardless of location.

Download Point Cloud data
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Asset Management 
Collaborative, multi-user source of reliable information. Share data
during review meetings.

Turnaround Management
The integration with planning tools allows a collaborative
preparation and monitoring of the execution.

Design and Execution of Modifications
Capable of overlaying and visualizing new components with 3D
Model, Point Cloud, and 360° View.

Inspections 
Perform visual inspections from anywhere, anytime. Collaborate
and share information from the Digital Twin.

Management of Change
Easy validation of modifications throughout different departments
and locations.

360 View provides a realistic vision of the facility 

Manage and visualize large datasets

APPLICATIONS

Quality Assurance/Quality Control
Compare As-Is to As-Designed by overlapping the Point Clouds
with the BIM model



SPECIFICATIONS
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Supported Formats

Point Cloud E57, LAS

CAD Models NWD, OBJ, FBX

20 Mbps Internet Connection

8 GB RAM

i5 Processor

GPU 2 GB RAM

Web Browser (Mozilla Firefox,

Google Chrome, or Microsoft Edge)

Minimum Requirements

Combine Point Cloud, CAD Model, and 360 View in one platform

Models can be uploaded to object library
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Contact us for a quote!

info@jpglobaldigital.com
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